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When you’re pregnant, nine months feels like an insanely long time. The joy 

of knowing you have a new life inside you intensifies as the baby grows and kicks 

and hiccups. Along with the wait comes the worry. Each twinge and tickle makes 

you wonder if something is wrong. You just want to gaze into your baby’s eyes, 

count his toes, and know that everything is alright.

Each stage of motherhood brings joys and challenges. Moms who thrive ap-

proach the process with openness, patience, and a sense of humor. Motherhood 

is a wild, wild ride. Just grow with it. 

The Early Years: Can’t See 
the Forest for the Laundry

“Nothing beats super sloppy baby 
kisses,” says Kris Koenig, mother of five 
girls age five to fifteen. Snuggling your 
baby, smelling her hair and watching 
her fall asleep in your arms is amaz-
ing. “I also loved nursing my kids. It 
made me feel like I was giving them 
something special that they couldn’t 
get anywhere else,” says Mary Miller, 
mother of two. Fun firsts like smiling, 
walking, and talking make every mom 
swoon.

Mountains of laundry and epic 
exhaustion are not-so-happy facts of life 
in this stage. Remember: sleep depriva-
tion is used to torture prisoners of war. 
“I once went to the grocery store with 
my shirt on inside out,” Koenig recalls. 
“It was nice of my 3-year-old to tell me 
when we got home.” Temper tantrums, 
potty training, and limit-testing can try 
the patience of any mom.

A willingness to be present is key, 
says Cathy Cassani Adams, Parent 
Coach and author of The Self-Aware 
Parent: 19 Lessons for Growing with 
Your Children. “Life with small children 
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can be repetitious, even boring. There is 
a lot of watching and waiting and wor-
rying.” Trust your own instincts. Being 
a new mom is daunting and there is no 
manual. You don’t really know what’s 
“right” or “wrong.” You have to figure 
it out. “Everyone wants to tell you the 
best way, but their approaches may not 
work for you,” says Miller. 

The School Years: Home-
work and Carpool, Oh My!

Watching your child become in-
dependent is truly a joy, says Koenig. 
“Each year on the first day of school I 
shed a few tears, but they are happy 
tears because each year brings new 
experiences and knowledge.” Your kids 
will choose their own friends and make 
decisions without you. But they’re not 
grown up yet. “My kids still like me to 
lie with them at night and tuck them 
in,” says Miller. “I treasure that. My son 
claims he’s too old to hold hands in pub-
lic, so I sneak in hugs on the sly.”

Letting go of control is challeng-
ing. Kids spend much of their day in 
school and you can’t take up residence 
in the adjacent desk. Bullying is a real 

threat, and kids aren’t always aware 
of the physical or social dangers they 
face. It’s hard not knowing who is doing 
what to my child when they’re not with 
me, Koenig says. You can’t protect them 
24/7.

Good communication is a must. 
“Listen to your kids, be curious and 
ask questions,” Adams advises. You 
may be spending less time together, 
but stay tuned in to their interests. 
While you’re at it, nurture interests 
of your own. “Put yourself on the 
list,” says Adams. If you don’t spend 
time alone, you won’t know who you 
are anymore. Set a good example and 
pursue passions of your own. 

Teens and Beyond: Up, Up 
and Away

“It fills my heart with great pride to 
see what an amazing person my teen is 
becoming,” Koenig enthuses. It’s gratify-
ing to see the results of your earlier 
teachings: kindness, respect, creativ-
ity, and achievement. Missie Ellis, mom 
to two twentysomethings enjoys their 
holiday homecoming. “I love to listen to 
them interact with one another because 
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Stand Straight, Ella Kate
by Kate Klise and M. Sarah Klise (Dial Books / Penguin)

This true story of a real giant follows the tale of Ella Kate Ewing, who started out small and grew to 
the staggering height of eight feet.  Ella’s normal childhood shifts when she begins to grow taller than 
her classmates, and then taller than her parents. Too large for the desks at school, too big to play hide 
& go seek, and teased about her stature by the meaner sort, Ella’s small town was becoming too small 
for her to be happy. But when a museum manager from Chicago offered Ella the chance to stand up 
tall and use her height to her advantage, she took the world by storm and made her fortune with her 
head held high. Featuring amazing endpapers with facts about Ella’s size, Stand Straight, Ella Kate is 
an inspirational story of a nineteenth century girl who discovered how to put her advantage to the best 
use!

Women Explorers
by Julie Cummins, Illustrated by Cheryl Harness (Dial Books / Penguin)

This collection of short biographies features trail-blazing women who ventured into wilderness 
and wonders world-wide, traveling into territory where only men had ventured before.  From mountain 
peaks to African rivers, there were women in the 18th century who were venturing into jungles and icy 
wastelands that would intimidate even the bravest of men. Some were wealthy socialites whose pas-
sion for knowledge moved them out of their elegant salons into the wilds. Others were poor women who 
overcame impossible odds to journey into unknown territory for the pursuit of wealth, science and sheer 
adventure. Women Explorers blends pistols, perils and petticoats into an exciting assemblage of ladies 
who went out on a limb, long before it was proper, and changed history!

Marching with Aunt Susan
by Claire Rudolph Murphy, Illustrated by Stacey Schuett (Peachtree Publishers)

Even though she could ride a bicycle faster than everyone on her block, Bessie wasn’t included 
on hikes with her father and brothers. She was told that hiking wasn’t for girls. But when staying home 
meant helping prepare for a suffrage tea, Bessie soon discovers that she’s not the only one feeling left 
out.  The main guest of the tea is Susan B. Anthony, an aged woman who has spent the greater part of 
her life organizing women to speak out and stand up for the right to vote. Anthony’s story and passion 
move Bessie to help women struggle for equal rights, if only in the ways a child can.  A dynamic story 
that follows the passion of the suffragette movement through the eyes of a young girl, Marching with Aunt 
Susan shares an important aspect of yesterday’s journey to women’s rights with the children of today.

Find more A Page in a Book recommendations at www.PageBookReviews.com. 

despite the sibling rivalries they had 
growing up, their bond of brotherly love 
is very apparent.”

As much as you’d like to chart their 
life’s course for them, your kids will fol-
low their own paths. Let them tell you 
who they are rather than telling them 
who to be. If you’re lucky, they’ll hire 
you on as a consultant.

Knowing when to step forward and 
when to pull back is challenging, says 
Susan Mather, mom to two adults. They 
may suffer big setbacks, like job loss 
and divorce. “Talk to your grown kids 
about your feelings and your mistakes; 
be real and be human,” says Adams. 
By doing so, you let them know what 
they are feeling is normal. Support 
them, but don’t ask them to bear your 
burdens. “There is a void I feel without 
my kids around me,” says Ellis. “I’m 
not sure when – or if – that will end.” 
If you feel lonely, lean on friends your 
own age. Rekindle romance with your 
partner. Rediscover what fulfills you as 
a person.

Lovin’ Every Minute of It
When challenges overwhelm, it’s 

natural to wish your kids were at a dif-
ferent stage of development. And we 
usually love the stage that plays to our 
strengths. You may feel comfortable 
dealing with your kids as babies but fear 
the terrible twos (and threes). Or you 
may wish that your kids would grow up 
overnight so you could communicate 
more rationally, on an adult level.

When that happens, reflect on 
the joys of today. “It’s challenging! My 
7-year-old is very strong-willed. But 
when she curls up with me while we 
read Fancy Nancy, I realize that those 
tough moments will pass,” says Miller. 
Anticipate the joys to come, too. Susan 
Mather, a mom to two adults, loves 
being able to help her grown kids and 
to rely on them when she needs help. 
“I am looking forward to becoming a 
grandma in June and hope to be the 
primary babysitter for the first year,” she 
says. “After that I will probably not be 
able to keep up!”

Heidi Smith Luedtke is a psychologist and 
author of Detachment Parenting. She is 
constantly grateful for the lessons she learns 
from her kids. Read more at www.HeidiLuedt-
ke.com.


